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Autumn Second Half Term Topic Web

Maths
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ß Identifying prime numbers and writing numbers as the

Christianity:
Kingdom of God.
What type of King
was Jesus?

RE
English

HISTORY

‘STREET CHILD’ by Berlie Doherty
The story of one boy’s fight for survival. Jim’s
gripping adventure is based on the true story of
the orphan whose plight inspired Dr Barnado to
set up his famous children’s refuge.
Aims:
To spell words containing silent letters.
To write using imaginative vocabulary to describe
settings,
To use different story openers and sentence
starters,
To write a story with an historical setting.
To evaluate and edit their work by proposing
changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation
to enhance effects.
TEXT

Geography/History

DT

To build on our joining
and making skills to
Willow
producepatterns
a model bridge
in the style of a known
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To look at the reign of Queen
Victoria and the changes that
occurred in Britain, including the
effect railways had on our locality
and Victorian lives in general.

PE

Science
Forces

Real PE

To continue to plan and carry
out our own scientific
investigations recognising how
to get answers to the questions
we ask.

Sportshall Athletics

Carry out research and fair

Sing and perform Victorian
music and songs.
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Modern China
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Filming a history
show.

Computing

